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EDITOR'S COMMENT

	

Steven S . Weston

This is my final comment as your editor, or non-editor because
Henry has thankfully taken this task from my hands . There just wasn't
enough time left for Tell after taking care of my business, my home,
my personal life and my avocations . Recent changes in my life force
me to abandon Te//. I just can't bring myself to type one more word.

You might ask, "How could that be?" For starters, it takes about
forty hours to do Tell every two months ; that's an hour per page . It
actually takes longer when many of those pages are also written by
me. It's really a shame that a society of over 400 members has only
four or five members thoughtful enough to share their knowledge with
others.

I received about 30 letters from members during the 30 months I've
served as editor ; that is, letters from members other than officers and
friends . Many of those letters contained complaints about some nit-
picky thing or were diatribes against the editor or an article author . On
occasions, a writer took umbrage to my response, wrote the president
a nasty-gram, and quit the society in a huff . You know who you are;
and now I ' d like to give each of you one big raspberry . To everyone
else: in the future, before you write your complaint letter, remember
that the editor is a volunteer and donates large amounts of his personal
time for your benefit . Afterwards, you might send a thank you note
instead.

Normally, a letter such as this would never be circulated to the
membership . It sounds too much like sour grapes . But l believe that
our society is moribund . Unless more of you participate in society
activities, the society will just dry up and blow away . Tel/ is a society
activity. It's the only activity that affects all members on a regular
basis . Now take a pad of paper and write about something you know.
Your new editor will need articles.

Finally, I'd like to thank those members who helped me with my
collecting interests and helped put an interesting Tell in the mail. You
wrote articles, sent me clippings, did translations, answered my
questions, refereed technical articles, took pictures, wrote kind words,
and much more . In other words, you contributed . To all of you,
thanks, I couldn't have done it without you.

Mr. Future Editor, whoever you are, please do not hesitate to take
this job because of anything I've written here . Believe me when I say
it's extremely rewarding in terms of personal satisfaction and increased
knowledge . You'll get to know some great people and learn much
about Swiss philately . The positive benefits truly outweigh any
negative aspects . Step forward and give it a try.
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HENRY'S GENERAL STORE

by HENRY RATZ

This was to be the issue I decided that for once I had no-
thing to contribute to the well-being of Tell readers . Well,

not so fast, my boy, not so fast . ..

Volunteerism obviously has its limits . The preceding page
tells the story . Steve Weston, you are excused . You have gi-
ven us over 2 years of great quality Tells, and I for one

can appreciate the effort and soul that went into it to
accomplish what you did . However, it's a shame that your
mini mid-life crisis hit you 6 months too early, as it makes
a serious dent in my plans of slipping away quietly at the
end of my tour of duty in a few months . Let's hope your final
is not a final-final and that one day maybe you will be back
in full vigor and delight us once again with interesting Tells.
Good luck and keep in touch!

To the rest of us this means at least two things:

First : You will most certainly never see a Tell
issue as good looking as the last copy put together by Steve.
Not all of us have progressed to the computer and laser prin-
ter age . It's back to the old standby two-finger typewriter . ..

Second : We need urgently , a volunteer to take over
the editorial stewardship of our journal . I will step in for
short period to keep it going, but to be frank with you, I am
a bit tired of it too and cannot keep holding both offices
for too long . The sooner someone steps forward the more the
society will benefit . To make sure that we all know the score:

No editor = no Tell = no focal point for the future of this
society = booom! Please get in touch with me.

The following is a repeat, kindly pay attention once more.
In the March issue, page 43, I offered you for a very decent
price two nice Swiss varieties, Zum 243/9 and Zum 245/9,
both of the verge paper type . About 460 members read it and
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not a single offer received!
My goodness, where is the
spirit? One of my old poker
buddies used to say : 20 bucks,
cheap cheap, I pay more to
watch Turkeys do it! As I
explained before, we bought
these stamps from a member
to keep the church square in
the middle of the village,

but I would like to see them in someone's album for a modest
donation to the society . Best offer over $20 will get them.

I have more sad news to report to you : Our friend and former
officer, Howard Bauman, passed away in April . Those among you
who have visited any or all
of the AHPS conventions
have met Howard, this very
youngish-looking octogena-
rian gentleman and have seen
some of his exhibits on
Swiss booklets, PJ and NF

cards . He served as slide
chairman for many years
and as a crack photographer
contributed his talents to
the creation of 3 of our
slide shows . - We will miss
you, Howard, and I guess

we will not get to see Betty
at our gatherings anymore

either . May you rest in peace
forever, I certainly enjoyed
your company . ..

*****

Michael Rutherfoord reports that the Swiss PTT since about a
year lets clients with more than
250 letters per day with foreign
destinations, i.e. 50,000 per year,
pay by the kg instead of by item.
Meter machines with a special in-
set shown here are used to iden-
tify such mail . Who has seen such
mail yet in the States? Send copy .

8021 Zürich
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What Is the Rarest Swiss Stamp on Cover?

By Marcel Kottelat

	

Translated by Charles LaBlonde

Translator ' s note : Kottelat has been conducting an
informal survey in the BBZ for about 6 months to
arrive at an answer to the above question . This seg-
ment, appearing in the March 1990 issue of the BBZ,
documents his conclusions . All numbers are Zumstein .)

My last call again met with success . 1 received numerous letters but,
astonishingly, only two examples of Nr . 92 were documented and

from Nr . 100, not even one . 1 learned that the two examples of Nr . 92

come from the same collection and indeed the lucky collector is an
American. We can only stand in awe and congratulate him.

From a philatelic viewpoint, the most valuable cover is shown in
Figure 1 . It is an uncollected COD with a value of 300 Francs from
Rheineck to Diepoldsau, franked with a 92C and a Cross & Numeral
15 rp. For me (and probably for many others) this is the only known
commercial letter with a 92 . The hunt for similar uses is hereby
opened .

1

The other letter is of philatelic origin and has, besides a 92A, the

other values which were part of the same issue (both the Standing
Helvetia high values and the Cross & Numeral low values) . Topping
off this beautiful "Collage" is the Swiss Shooting Festival special
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cancel of 1907 . Figure 2 shows the posted, registered cover . One

needs to say a word here about the overfranking . I would certainly
consider myself lucky to be able to call this letter mine!

On the other side, 1 did receive a picture of a package card franked
with Nr . 100. My correspondent had overlooked the original "rules" of

our search . . .no package cards, no money orders allowed . We set out to

find only uses on letters and postal cards . Nevertheless, I sent him a
friendly letter of thanks. So, I think I can safely say that the 3 Franc
Standing Helvetia, Nr . 100, is certainly the rarest 3 Franc stamp
used on package cards . It must be, since it was issued in 1907 and

replaced only a year later by the 3 Franc Helvetia with Sword,
Nr.116.

So, now the ranking of the rarest Swiss stamp on cover stands as

follows:

-At the top of the list is Nr . 100. To date we know of no
letters franked' with this stamp.

- A close second is Nr . 92. We know of two uses, one
commercial and one philatelic . (We are not going to count the letter
shown in part three of this series since, in all probability, it was

never mailed).

-Next comes the early favorite, namely the l Franc Sitting
Helvetia (Nr . 52) of which I saw four letters . This is number 3 on our

list.

And while we speak of 52, 1 received a picture of the front of a large
letter (my correspondent thought perhaps it could be a parcel
wrapper, but 1 think the thin paper points to a large letter) with 52,
along with a 15 rp and a 50 rp making up a 1 .65 Franc postage rate.
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The letter went from Geneva to the French town of Thonon . This is

not only a beautiful franking but our first example of Nr. 52 used on
foreign mail . See Figure 3.

Before we leave this letter we need to address two questions, the
first posed by its owner. He asks how 1 feel about 69B on cover . First
we must note that 69B is not exactly of itself a "mainstamp"...it
does not fit the "rules" of our game . But, despite this, covers franked
with 69B are not especially rare, even though my correspondent has
not seen one for 10 years.

There exists the correspondence of a certain Henri Fierz of Zürich.
He was a businessman, with a branch office in Paris . And he franked
all of the letters to his branch office with 69B . Surely he knew what
he was doing by using this uncommon stamp . In order to get the

stamps hack, he had a special label printed which he stuck to the
back of his letters . It read, "Please return the cancelled stamps from
this letter in your next letter to Henri Fierz, Zürich ." He really only
wanted the stamps back but someone saved and returned the entire
letters . We philatelists can be thankful for this.

1 have seen in my philatelic career several Fierz letters . One is
illustrated in the standard reference work, "Stehende Helvetia 1882
- 1907" on page 191, in color . I am able to show you another (Figure
4). In order not to lose any stamps, Mr. Fierze numbered his letters.
The one shown here is 2, the one shown in the book noted above is 3.

Certainly, besides the Fierz correspondence, there are other uses of
69B. It seems to nie that, with luck and patience, the search for a
69B on cover can be fruitful .
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My American correspondent also asked a good question . He was very
surprised that Nr . 50 (40 rp Sitting Helvetia, granite paper) was not
in the running for the title of rarest stamp on cover. He sent a
photocopy of a letter with this stamp in a mixed franking with a 20
rp Standing Helvetia and asked if other similar frankings were
known. Figure 5 shows this beautiful letter from Solothurn to Paris.

I've already discussed the scarcity of the 40 rp granite paper on
cover. 1 can only repeat here that there are more of these than there
are l Franc on cover . Therefore Nr. 50 takes fourth place in our list
and it does not get a medal.

The question of more mixed frankings of the 40 rp granite paper
with Standing Helvetia 1 can best answer by showing another cover.
Figure 6 shows the cover, with a 20 rp Standing Helvetia . According
to the Zumstein Specialized (P . 106) a mixed franking with the 25 rp
value also exists . 1 have never seen this combination but I am sure it

exists if the catalog lists it.

Now that we have built this ranking of the stars, let's return to
reality . There are many lesser rarities out there whose pursuit
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makes sense. In closing, 1 give you this tip : Search for a 1 Franc
Standing Helvetia on letter or card . You will find that Nr. 71 can still
be acquired. And you can also find Nrs. 75 & 91, and, with luck, 99.

I hope our little game has brought you enjoyment and I thank you for
all the correspondence. 1 wish you continued happiness with the
world's greatest hobby.

(Covers for Fig . 1, 2, and 5 were submitted for this
study by one of our AHPS officers . -- Ed .)

AHPS Mail Auction
There is no Mail Auction in this issue of Tel/ as an insufficient

number of lots were received prior to May 15th . Material for Mail
Auctions must by received 45 days before publication in order meet
Tel/ deadlines . Prospects look good for a nice selection of items for a
September auction . To include your lots in that auction, please mail
them prior to July 15th . Send your lots to Vinal Grim, PO Box 674,
Minocqua WI 54548 .

PRICES REALIZED
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Helvetia Geneve 90 will be held
at Palexpo, near the Geneva air-
port, from Sept . 5-16 . The Swiss
National Exhibition is held only
once every six years . At

NABAZURI in 1984 several of us from
AHPS and a few from England
(HPS) had a nice luncheon get-

together . I will be attending
Geneve 90 and would again like to arrange something . If you are
attending please let me know the dates you will be there and
if you are interested . -- Rolf Rölli, an AHPS member, has kindly
agreed to offer his stand (6/7) as a meeting place and a drop
point for messages . -- Heinz Katcher will attend the first few
days of the exhibition and has invited those of us that may be
there to cocktails and and fingerfood. Again, I need to know
who is attending and when you would be available for some so-
cializing . -- I will get a letter off to those responding by
mid August . Write or call Ralph B . Soderberg, see address on
masthead.
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AHPS Donation Auction
Special Announcement

To conclude the AHPS Mail Auctions for
1990, a Special Donation Auction is planned
for the November issue of Tell. The entire
proceeds will support and enhance the finan-
cial strength of our society . Over the years,
many have contributed to the well-being of
AHPS by serving as officers, writing articles
and performing other valuable functions
necessary to maintain a high level of service
to fellow members.

Auction donors can make a significant
contribution to the long-term success and
health of the AHPS. A Donation Auction,
coupled with the time and efforts of those
who perform the nuts and bolts tasks of providing the services offered
by AHPS, will help assure the continued quality of and variety of AHPS
activities.

During the summer take some time to look over your Swiss or Liech-
tenstein collections and duplicates for a few nice items to furnish for
the Donation Auction . Send them to me prior to September 15, 1990
and they will be included in the November AHPS Donation Auction.

Minimum lot size rules will be waived for the Donation Auction.
Donated lots should be clean, undamaged items that your fellow
collectors would be pleased to include in their collections . Unsold lots
will be placed for sale in the AHPS Sales Circuits . Donation Auction
prices realized will be published in the usual manner.

Remember : November Donation Auction lots are needed by September
15th. Send your lots to Vinai Grim, PO Box 674, Minocqua WI 54548.

UNION OF SWISS PHILATELIC SOCIETIES (VSPhv) -- SBZ

There have been some reports by members of damage to the SBZ
with flimsy wrapper or non-receipt . If you have had a problem
either this year or in the past, please let me know by mid
August. Send examples of damage if feasible . I will be in

Switzerland and will have the opportunity to discuss delivery
problems, but I need to hear from you . Write to Ralph B.
Soderberg, our representative to the VSPhV, see address on
masthead .
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The Pact of Locarno G.A . Negrini

In our recent survey, several members indicated a strong interest in historical
background material . Well, here is one of many to come . It appeared in the SBZ
(#11/1989, p .307) and has been translated from Italian by Nichas Canonica Blume, the
wife of one of our long-time members . We are in great debt to her and l hope you will
enjoy the article . —HR

The 1925 "Security Pact of Locarno" was an event of great
historical importance, and subsequently remembered many times by the
city of Locarno with appropriate commemorations (see the two
machine slogan cancels marking the 40th and 50th anniversaries).
[Editors Note : A paradox, since the treaty lasted less than 11 years.
It was the first one broken by Hitler in his quest for Lebensraum with
the occupation of the Rhineland on March 7, 1936 .]

Machine postmarks commemorating 40th and 50th anniversaries of the conference.

For twelve days in 1925, Locarno was the most important city in
Europe . On September 20th, 1925, Berlin's information agencies
announced that Prime Minister Stresemann, hosting the French
ambassador, reached agreement on the date of October 5th to convene
an international conference for the purpose of achieving a security
pact . Some days after the proposal of the Belgian foreign minister to
choose Locarno as the site of the conference, the French and British
governments also consented . This news became immediately official
and the name of Locarno appeared for several weeks in world
newspapers . The efforts undertaken for quite some time by the great
powers in quest for peace were about to come to fruition.

The Mayor of Locarno,
the Hon . G .B. Rusca, took
charge of organizing the
conference; and the meet-
ings were held at the hall of
the district court.

On Tuesday, October
6th, work began without
excessive formality or spe-
cial solemnity . Mayor Rusca
had the high honor of open-
ing the session, comprised
of Chamberlain of Britain,

The two principal initiators
of the conference . Both
received the Nobel Peace
prize in 1926 for their effort.
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Scialoja of Italy, Briand of France, Wanderwelde of Belgium, Benet of
Czechoslovakia, Stresemann of Germany, and Skizysky of Poland.
Luher, of Germany, acted as secretary of the conference.

Seven nations participated in the conference : Italy, France, Great
Britain, Belgium, Germany, Poland and Czechoslovakia.

It was the first time after the armistice that one found the victors
and vanquished around the same table as equals ; and not to impose
conditions, but in a real effort to achieve political agreement . Hence
the Locarno Conference represented a great hope for the future of
Europe.

The meetings were held regularly every day and in tandem, bilateral
relationships were established which facilitated continuation of discus-
sions and, eventually, the accords . The conference ended on October
16th . At the beginning of the meeting, Prime Minister Chamberlain
rose and stated simply, "Here is the final draft of the conference . I beg
you to affix your signatures . " In addition to the security pact regarding
the frontiers on the Rhine, four other treaties were concluded, and
Germany entered the League of Nations thereafter.

Among the signers was Benito Mussolini, who arrived in Locarno the
day preceding the signing ceremony . The text of 25 typewritten pages
was enclosed in a white binder with a red and blue ribbon and the seal
and coat of arms of the city of Locarno . The signing ceremony took
place at 7 :30 p .m. and lasted a few minutes, after which all ministers
expressed their satisfaction with the outcome of the conference . With
the pact, it was hoped to have concluded peace on the Rhine and, as
a consequence, peace in Europe following the first great world war.
The text of the treaty was published on Tuesday, October 20th.

At the edges of the conference much entertainment was organized:
concerts, dinners, and sight-seeing excursions ; moreover, an ascension
of a hot air ballon took place which ended felicitously about 20 km
from Verona.

The conference also had a philatelic appendage . The General
Administration of the PTT authorized the use of a special postmark
(black) of rectangular shape (41 x 19 mm) with the text "CONFERENZA
PATTO SICUREZZA LOCARNO ".

Postmarks used during conference .
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The postmark was without date ; therefore, service and philatelic
mail were provided with a second, round postmark which was normally
used by Locarno's central post office . It should be noted that two
types of this postmark were used : " LOCARNO LETTERE" with two small
stars, and the other "LOCARNO" with two small ornamental motifs (see
illustration below) . The use of the special postmark of the conference
was not announced in the official publication of the PTT nor published
in the Ticino daily newspapers ; for this reason one should be aware
that mail of this type is not widely found on the market.

Official letter

One can draw the following conclusions about the Locarno accords
in the perspective of many years : the political initiative of two great
statesmen, Stresemann and Briand, culminated in the pact that
guaranteed (unfortunately only for a few years) the security of the
French and Belgian borders with Germany, and further, the acceptance
by the Germans of the Versailles Peace Treaty.

At that time, it was considered a lasting guarantee of peace . Now
it is judged, more realistically, neither as the continuation of the old
order, nor as the beginning of a new order, but rather nothing more
than a simple compromise which was to be destroyed by the same men
who were then already appearing on the political stage.

Since that conference, Locarno has been tied to the history of
Europe, to that Europe of men of good will who disappeared all too
soon from the scene . Certainly today we can say that there will not be
safety and peace until a "United Europe" is realized. This is the
warning that was issued in 1925 and is equally valid today . —
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WHAT A TRIP FOR 5 RAPPEN!
By Henry Ratz

Shortly after our former editor suggested in a recent TELL to
burn some of our duplicate junk stamps, a collector made a
similar suggestion in
Linn's as it pertains US
stamps . One of the res-
ponses to that letter --
although well intended --
struck me as rather a
bit naive . Besides, what

kind of a service would
we be rendering by star-
ting all those potential
future philatelist with
junk stamps . . . Judge for
yourself.

The facts, unfortunately,
bare Mr. Gaitanis out:
foreign languages and
world geography are definitely not America's favorite sports,
even the great brains on Jeopardy prove it daily . The USPS
seems to suffer from similar agonies as the sample handstamp

shown here demonstrates . It's a rather sad commentary of our
times if this address is found to be deficient and it goes with
the blunt comment from one of PBS's frequent business commen-
tators : "How in the hell do you want to compete with Japan
when 80% of our HS students can't point to the Japanese Is-
lands on a map?" . So much for an intro, let's move to the
essence of this account :
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A few months ago I felt like having caught the brass ring
with a blind bid at a New York mail auction . What I received
for a few bucks is as interesting a piece of modern postal
history as you'll ever find . Maybe . . . Take a look yourself.

There is so much history and geography associated with the
names on this cover it deserves your full attention . Let me
walk you thru the points of interest this cover touched upon
its roundtrip of 96 days for the minimal Swiss postal rate of
5 Rappen, a trip that took this cover far but never close to
its intended destination.

The Rate : The 5 Rp . stamp covered the foreign postage for
'printed matter' . We can assume, therefore, that the envelope
was open and contained either a printed piece of paper or a
card with a handwritten message of less than five words (an
old concession by the Swiss PTT to all card senders of simple
greetings) . The sender must have been aware of censor practi-
ces : why pay more for a sealed letter when they are going to
open and snoop anyhow! Yet, at the same time, he or she wan-
ted to make absolutely sure that the content reached its de-
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stination by paying an extra 30 Rappen (correct rate) for re-
gistry, an insurance that also guaranteed the return of the
shipment in case of non-delivery.

Content : Already at the end of its first leg on its journey
to the Levant the German Army Censor station in Vienna inter-
cepted it and removed the content . I know this because the
sender never bothered to open the envelope when it was re-
turned to him . It was still sealed when I received it and
only my first quick check against the light from my desk
lamp revealed a small slip of paper inside, left there unde-
tected for 48 years . The basic slip of newsprint stock de-
scribed in the late Karl-Heinz Riemer's Oie Oberwachunq des
Auslandbriefverkehrs wahrend des II . Weltkrieges durch die
Deutschen Dienststellen as item G-94a was in

	

use at the
Vienna station from 1940-43.

The handbook further states (under entry G-94c) that by 1942

the 10 reasons listed for refusing the forwarding of a spe-
cific mail piece, i .e . braille publications, novels, hebrew
scripts,chess problems, crossword and similar puzzles, arti-
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ficial languages, drop into a street or collection box, void
of sender address, mounted photos, view cards, were no longer
sufficient and additional exclusions had to be added with a
handstamp in blue ink (top two lines), listing pamphlets,
printed matter, oversized, postage stamps, letters of more
than four pages as grounds for returning mail to the original
sender . As we know from this cover, the 1942 date in the hand-
book is incorrect as it appears that the Vienna station had
it in use already in June of 1941.

The slip also gives us a clue as to what this envelope con-
tained : a card . The German censor crossed out the word 'view'
in 'viewcard' and added with a red pencil 'entnomen' , meaning
removed (the line over the m is a an old lazyman's mark in
German for a double m or n .) The specific German war

emergency law (signed by no less than Göring, Keitel, and Lammers),
required of him or her to simply return any of the above
listed objectionable mail to the sender, but it appears that
they treated mail by foreigners to foreigners that contained
such off-limits material with dual standards : they pulped it
after removal . Adding insult to injury this overzealous bu-
reaucrat had the gall to forward this empty envelope rather
than returning it to the foreign sender . Whatever was re-
moved needed further inspection by the Gestapo or Abwehr,
or they were simply super-paranoid during that specific week
and saw all kinds of ghosts between the lines : the inspection
dates coincide with Hitler's declaration of war to the
Russians, the single big shot in the foot of the Empire of
a Thousand Years.
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Address & Sender : The sender is unknown, marked simply by a
discret 'Basel 9, Box 5' imprint on the backflap, fairly
common among professionals and institutions who preferred to
stay anonymous for mail traffic purposes . Basel 9, located
today at the Ahorn (maple) Strasse has moved about 3 times
its location since 1941 . Its mail volume is a mixed bag of
business, private and institutional . We can speculate later
as to any possible sender of this letter.

The address is what gave the Syrians so much trouble . Yet, it
contained only one small typo : it should have read TELL HALAF,
instead of TELLHALAR . Ignorance maybe, but more likely a re-
sult of a slipped finger oh the typewriter . After all, the R

is right above the F on a typewriter keyboard . A purposeful
error is possible too . Is there such a thing as a 'Hotel
Terminus' anywhere in Syria or specifically in Tell Halaf?
Why not : Tell Halaf is located on the endless railroad line
that links, among others, Halab in Syria with Baghdad in
Iraq . It could have been a simple reststop for weary trave-
lers built right next to the railroad station of that place.

German censor in Vienna : The envelope was sealed with the
most common tape in use at this station . Vienna's mail sur-
veillance station was one of the largest in operation and what-
ever they invented in time saving, measures would be intro-
duced later at other stations . It so happens that Vienna eli-
minated the censor hand cancel first by necessity of shear
volume and replaced it with a machine cancel, assumed to have
been modified meter cancelers, using its customary red ink.

Here again, the handbook is off a bit, stating that this par-
ticular cancel was introduced by October of 1941 when we
know that this letter reached Vienna on June 15th, 1941 .
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The presorting in the sluiceway as to origin and destination

is indicated by the handcancel '1580' in purple ink,
partially covered by the closing tape on the back . A green num-
bered handcancel loginq it as a registry letter is almost
totally hidden under the British closing tape on the front.
The censor's own mark is in blue pen ink located near the

center of the back tape as 'L830' . Did any of the confiscated
material survive? Not a chance, says ministerialrating Dr.
Christine Kainz, the current director in charge of Austria's
Postal Info and Doc . Dept . and a military historian she
consulted. According to them, no documents survived from the German
DKW, Wehrkreis 11 Wien, as the military torched all documents
three days ahead of the occupation of Vienna by the Russian
Army on April 13, 1945, and the Post headquarter burnt too.

Route : The most likely route from Vienna to Istanbul (Turkey)
would have led thru Budapest (Hungary), Belgrade (Yugoslavia),
and Sofia (Bulgaria), but the german OKW could have routed it

in many other ways as they controlled the
whole area by then.

The date on the Istanbul cancel in red is
unfortunately not legible . I see an 8 or
a 9, so I guess it's August 8 or

thereabouts which indicates that the German
censor sat on it for quite some time (the
norm was supposed to be 24-48 hrs) or mail
forwarding was at a standstill as the re-

sult of war priority needs for rolling stock to supply the new
invasion by about 120 (!) full-size divisions.

From Istanbul the letter traveled thru Turkey by train that
follows nearly the same route Alexander the Great and some of
the later Crusaders took, cutting thru the Taurus mountains
at the Cilician Gates to arrive first in Adana, then on to

Alep, aka Aleppo, aka Beroea, aka Halab,
a former district seat under the Ottoman
Empire, during 1941 still under French
occupation . Halab used to be the major
caravan center where eastern goods were
exchanged for western ones . It sports
ruins from four dominant earlier cultures

the Hittite, the Assyrian, the Greek, and
the Roman . Next to Beirut, in ruins today,
Aleppo retained much of the French flavor
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left behind following a 25-year span of colonial imprint by
Paris . Legend has it that its arabic name Halab derives from
the word 'halib' for milk, because Abraham used to milk his
(only) cow atop the tell (sacred hill) where Al-Qalah, a most
impressive citadel, was built in 1200 B .C . and still stands
toady . Aleppo is closing in on about 5000 years of contin-
uous habitation, the significance of that number being only
relative in comparison to, for example, California, where
politicians love to hand out large sums of public money for
the preservation of 100-year old 'historical' buildings.
Aleppo is a city of traders but takes the credit for at least
one aspect of modern science : all the millions of Golden
Hamsters used in labs and adored by kids today all over the
world as great and smart pets are all the descendants of one
pregnant hamster matriarch captured in this town in 1930.
Al-hamdu lillah - All thanks to Allah! It sure took some
pressure off us Rat(z)s . . . to save the human race.

It's obvious that our envelope under study was first misdi-
rected in Aleppo, as it was sent south towards Damascus in-

stead of being put on the train to-
wards Baghdad . The next stop was
Homs, aka Hims, aka Emesa . Site of
Syria's first refinery supplied by
cross-country oil pipelines from
the fields in Iraq . The refinery it-
self was heavily damaged by Israeli
fighters in the 1973 counter attack
which not only cost the Syrians the
Golan Heights but inflicted overall

damage to the tune of about one year's GNP of that nation.
No wonder they don't want to budge from Lebanon these days.

Just south of Homs is a cliffside citadel called Malula, one
of those rare Christian enclaves of about 1500 inhabitants
still, speaking Western Aramic, the chief language of trade
for almost 1500 years and the language of Jesus Christ.

Upon arrival in Homs the postal
clerks decided that it was worth a

try to see if by any chance Tell
Kalakh, some 25 miles east on the
railroad to Tripoli, had a hotel by
the name of 'Terminus' . No such luck.
They redirected it and referred this
troublesome letter to the head han-
chos in Damascus, where it arrived
on August 20 . However, the
chieftains there were no wiser than the

indians before them . They simply
cancelled the envelope with two
boxed handcancels, one reading in
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Arabic and French : ADRESS INCOMPLETE
(front upperleft) and RETOUR A

L'ENVOYEUR (front lower right) . The

French, to be specific, the Free
French then directed by Charles
de Gaulle from London, gave it a cur-
sory inspection without opening it
and applied their handcancel in pur-
ple ink with the symbolic Croix de
Lorraine design . The letter then was
turned over to the British, the land-
lords next door of Palestine . The
British were curious enough to open
it at their inspection station in
Jerusalem and even got their military
censors involved. With the help of
Chuck LaBlonde we have some more
information regarding the French and
British marks on this cover, fur-
nished by the secretary of the Civil
Censor Study Group, Dann Mayo . He
writes:

"The Lorraine Cross h/s appears similar to the civil censor-
ship devices used by the Free French in the Levant, but is
not recorded in Zimmerman's monograph as having been seen by
him . He does mention that Bridoux records it on two covers to
Damascus (postmarked Beyrouth 1AU41 and Lyon 28JY41, respec-
tively) . Note that the Vichy forces turned over control of
the Levant on 14 July, so it's an early, unsettled period . I
suspect some sort of ad hoc military censorship that had not
yet formalized itself (20 August* appearing to be the earliest
date recorded for the standard FFL censor devices) . The
triangular h/s is a standard sort of British Army censor h/s --

can't say where any given # was used . It need not have been
used at the same place that the Palestinian tape was put on
(Jerusalem), but its having been struck on each side tying
the tape (in proper fashion for registered mail, according
to British procedures) suggests that it was . My read on this
cover, purely instinctive, is that the civil censor found
something militarily significant** which caused him to pass
it on to military censorship . A quick skim of Gladstone's
book on WW II Palestine (Civil) censorship does not reveal
another such usage . . ."

*That's exactly the day this envelope arrived in Damascus.
** That slip indicating 'Return to the sender' by the
German censors must have puzzled them . Maybe this was the
main reason for the Germans to send this letter forward:
stick it to the British, confuse the enemy and make him work
for it ..
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After leaving Jerusalem the envelope most likely went to the
port city of Haifa for a return trip home by sea . There are,
however, no further transit cancels present, it is my guess
that it went thru any of the two more 'neutral' ports of Tou-
lon or Lisbon to Geneva and Basel where it arrived on Sep-
tember 17 and was put back into Box 5 at Basel 9 at 1600 h.
And what a letdown : nobody bothered to open it after this
exotic tour to the Levant and back! The sender must have
known by judging the thickness that the content was missing.
What a wonderful trip though of 96 days for only 5 centimes.
Of course, it's the payment of the extra 30 centimes for Re-
gistry that guaranteed and preserved this cover for posteri-
ty . Without that it would probably be converted to dust
by now. Unless any of the crossed-out arabic on this cover
says so, there is no indication that it ever came close to
its intended destination, Tell Halaf, aka Tall Halaf, aka
Guzana, aka Gosan, located on the tributary Kabur aka Habor
of the Euphrates.

Tell Halaf is one of the most important archaelogical corner-
stones of our latest western civilization that has developed
since the last ice age . The land between the Euphrates and
the Tigris is considered to be the place where the first
wild grains were collected, hybridized, and replanted, tur-
ning thus the nomadic hunter of milleniums into domesticated
agrarians . Two German professors, Herzfeld and von Oppenheim,
both unearth important evidence of man's transition from stone
to metal tools and found a wealth of intricately painted
pottery with multicolored animal and geometric designs, da-
ting to about 4100 B .C . forming the basis of what is known to-
day as the Halafian Culture of Northern Mesopotamia . This and
other neolithic cultures from that area form the core group
of people that figure in the Bible, of which Genesis is dated
around 5000 B .C . So, what was that card going to tell someone
in Tell Halaf? Send more shards, dig deeper, watch out, the
Nazi raiders of the lost ark are coming . . .? I had plenty of
my own theories up to a few weeks ago until I visited Westpex

in San Francisco . A dealer handed me two censored Swiss covers
that looked strangely familiar . Both addressed to a certain Joe
Keller, at some hotel name, both sent to far-out places, one
being Leningrad (Siberia - sic), and both were returned to the
sender at Basel 9, Box 5 (the one from Leningrad took 2 years!).
I knew right there that I could forget all the spun tales as I
was staring at the clever work of some past philatelist who, at
the height of German expanse (41-42) found a way to accumulate
a collection of exquisite censor and postal markings by sending
undeliverable letters from Switzerland thru some occupied coun-
tries to some non-occupied destinations . He counted on German
thoroughness and the goodwill of postal employees to keep sear-
ching , then obliging them to return the mail for the registry
fee . What a letdown ; I didn't know if I should laugh or cry.
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REPORT FROM LONDON

	

By Harlan F . Stone

The space squeeze at Alexandra Palace (Ally Pally), where LONDON 90 took
place May 3-13, didn't allow much room for Swiss exhibits -- only se-

ven : four in the traditional category, two in the postal history and one

in youth . With limited frames, the organizers accepted only a few ex-
hibits from each country -- in order to include as many countries as
possible, an approach that became readily evident through perusal of the
magazine-style catalog . As a result of this selection process, only 60
out of about 175 American applicants for exhibit space received accep-
tances, including AHPS member Ralph Soderberg . He won a vermeil for his

'Standing Helvetias' . In the more expansive literature competition, TELL
editor Steve Weston won a bronze for our journal.

The other framed Swiss exhibits included cancellations on cantonal &
rayon issues (gold), Rayons and Strubels (large vermeil), Strubels (ver-

meil), stamp-imprinted envelopes showing supplemental adhesives, rates
and destinations (vermeil), covers showing postage due 'tax' handstamps

(gold), and Pro Patria (large silver) . An exhibit on the Franco-Prussian

war also contained significant Swiss material.
One Swiss dealer and two British dealers provided much of the Swiss

material available to buyers . Ian Gilcrist chose LONDON 90 for his first
booth, after selling for some 15 years through ads in the Helvetia News

Letter of Great Britain . He reported that the minute the show opened,
five Swiss dealers/auctioneers staked out positions along his counter and
proceeded to comb through his 'unseen' stock for underpriced bargains.

One of them remained at his stand for three days . Needless to say, when

this reporter arrived at the show on its 6th day, the pickings were slim!
The Helvetia Society of GB held an all-afternoon meeting that drew

about 25 people . The only out-of-country attendees included Jean-Claude
Marchand, the young Swiss expert, who was promoting GENEVA 90 as its
secretary, Gene Kelly, the retired American who is still searching out
and cataloging all Swiss revenue stamps, and myself.

Although LONDON 90 was quite small from the Swiss point of view, care-
ful study of the exhibits with the help of visitors from Switzerland pro-
duced for me a full notebook of information on pre-stamp and post-stamp
rates . I left, however, more eager than ever for GENEVA 90 . No doubt

there will be more than enough exhibits and dealers there to satisfy
every one of you .
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